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”And reality sometimes comes very close
to the Brabant that one has dreamt.”
Letter 446, Nuenen 15 May 1884

ALMOND BLOSSOM
The painting “Almond Blossom” was a gift to Vincent’s brother Theo and
his wife. Nephew Vincent Willem was newly born and what better gift to give
than his favorite topic of that moment: flowering trees against a blue sky.
Well chosen, because, for Vincent, this image symbolised new life and hope.
YOU WALK ON THE BLUE SKY
“For over the parental bed”; because that’s where this masterpiece takes
Vincent’s newborn nephew along Vincent’s view of the world. It is a special
painting in every respect. Vincent thought it his best work from this period.
Painted in Saint-Rémy-de-Provence with, for Vincent, unprecendented easy
of mind and attention to detail.
UNE PROMENADE MAGNIFIQUE
After this painting, Vincent could not find peace. His mental health rapidly
deteriorated. “Almond Blossom” was the first and last of its kind. On July 29,
1890 Vincent van Gogh died.

UNIQUE DESIGN AND CRAFT MANUFACTURED SHOES FOR HIM AND HER

Self-portrait with grey felt hat
1887 – 1888 Van Gogh Museum, Amsterdam

World renowned artist Vincent van Gogh (1853-1890) was a traveller. He lived over
20 different places in Europe. And now his art does the same; it travels the globe.
Vincent’s origins lie in the province of Noord-Brabant (Brabant) in the southern part
of the Netherlands where he lived for half his life. And no matter how far his travels took
him, he always longed for Brabant. It is where his love of the farmland, the countryside
and the lives of ordinary people originates. It is where he found the themes uniting his
drawings, paintings and the sketches in his letters.
Whether he was working in Amsterdam, the Hague, Brussels, London, the Borinage,
Drenthe, Antwerp, Paris, Arles, Saint-Rémy-de-Provence or Auvers-sur-Oise, Vincent
was and remained a Brabant man.

The sunflower,
from fully bloom to wilderness
THE SUNFLOWER, FROM FULLY IN BLOOM TO WILDERNESS
It is toward the end of the summer of 1888. Vincent writes his brother Theo
enthusiastically about his work on the sunflowers. Nevertheless, he does not
finish the paintings immediately. One year later, Vincent continues the work.
He probably really needed that time. Because, with the series of paintings,
Van Gogh shows the different stages in the blooming of sunflowers: from fully
in bloom to becoming a wilderness.
VINCENT FOUND ALL YELLOWS
Remarkable in the series is the use of the many shades of yellow. The better you
look, the more variations you see. As if Vincent was able to capture sun and light
in those sunflowers. Probably, that is how it felt to him too; in a letter to Theo he
writes: ‘somehow the sunflower is mine.’
FOR A FRIEND
Vincent painted his sunflowers as a gift for his friend Paul Gauguin; to decorate
his bedroom with.

Sunflowers
Vincent van Gogh, 1889

Proof of Quality
Proof of Quality. This label guarantees the quality of a ‘Vincent van Gogh’
product and assures it was produced with minimal impact on the
environment. The product was conceived and developed in Vincent’s
homeland Brabant (The Netherlands) with attention for detail and
craftsmanship. It illustrates the story of Van Gogh through the creative
use of his lifetime’s work. By purchasing this Van Gogh product you
also contribute to the preservation of the cultural heritage of Vincent
van Gogh in Brabant. Now, and in the future.
For more information: www.vangoghheritage.com

Van Drunen Schoenfabriek
Whoever is called The Langstraat, of course, thinks of the shoe story
that originated here. And to the area that is today the center of footwear
technology and innovation. The roots of Van Drunen Schoenfabriek have
been in the center of De Langstraat for many generations. The family
business is characterized by combining the unique comfortable fit in a
wide range for the Gijs and Durea brands.
For more information: www.vandrunenschoenfabriek.nl

Tomas Concept + Creation
Vincent van Gogh’s work and life has been a deep impression for people
around the world for decades. Also in the Brabant family Snels, formerly
living in the beautiful Brabant villages Waalre, Hilvarenbeek and Drunen.
The passion was transferred from parent to child. Tomas, multidisciplinary
designer, would like to apply this in the daily work and in his own product
concepts.
For more information: www.tomasconceptcreation.com

Van Gogh Sites Foundation
A professional organisation, the Van Gogh Sites Foundation, has been set
up to maintain and manage Vincent van Gogh’s heritage and to make it
accessible in a sustainable and appropriate manner. The Foundation will
play a central, coordinating and directing role for the regional Van Gogh
destination and Van Gogh Vastgoed (Van Gogh Sites NV). This foundation,
which has the status of a Dutch Public Benefit Organisation, has taken
upon itself the role and the responsibility to develop and exploit the
Van Gogh Monuments in a sustainable way.
For more information: www.vangoghsites.com
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